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Playing is one of the children necessary that have many functions to prepare their brains to face challenger. Besides, playing also teach the children in managing emotion that help in developing period from kinds of the game that become favorite game is modern playing. Different with traditional playing as long as neglected.

In South of Sulawesi, traditional game will be replaceable with modern game that more interesting. According to the data obtained, traditional game almost disappeared and do not play anymore in the present age. There many factor that cause traditional games disappeared. There one is necessities of playing place. Necessaries of place to influence playing, for one traditional game need 150m². In playing need physical strength and more strategy that no different from sport often to do in every day.

The existence of this Demonstration Center Traditional Games of Bugis in Makassar, there many traditional games of Bugis can be contained to keep preserve and improve the quality of traditional games can have positive effects for society in general and Makassar City in particular.